SOUTH TEXAS YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION
PROPOSED RULE CHANGE #5
(One Change per Form, Please)
******************************************************************
SECTION I: ADD OR CHANGE A RULE
Is there currently a rule that applies? _____x_____Yes ________ No
Primary Page No(s): _9_ _______ Secondary Page No(s):__________
Rule Location: 3.8.1
Title of Section: RULES AND PROCEDURES PLAYER / COACH REGISTRATION

Rule as it presently reads:
3.8 CLUB PLAYER PASS SYSTEM (Changed 7.19.15) 3.8.1 Purpose. The Club Player Pass System of
play for Recreational Plus, Division II, Super 2, and Division I levels of play is designed to maximize
the development of the player by allowing players to guest play on a team from the same Club at the
same age level, or an older age level team from the same Club, on a temporary basis.
Proposed Additions and/or Changes:
3.8 CLUB PLAYER PASS SYSTEM (Changed 7.19.15)
3.8.1 Purpose. The Club Player Pass System of play for Recreational Plus, Division III, Division II,
Super 2, and Division I levels of play is designed to maximize the development of the player by
allowing players to guest play on a team from the same Club at the same age level, or an older age level
team from the same Club, on a temporary basis.

SECTION II - JUSTIFICATION FOR THE PROPOSED RULE CHANGE:
Positives: Smaller clubs would be allowed to Club Pass players in order to fill a team on game day. This
prevents forfeits, schedule changes, and allows the teams to play a game. Smaller clubs would also be
able to use DIII players to fill a team on DII teams as well. There are several times a team just needs
kids to fill a team to play. Games are continuously not being played in smaller clubs. Most have 1
maybe 2 teams in a division, and higher level teams cannot Club Pass down to below divisions.
Negatives: None. No player from a Traveling Rec team is going to make a huge impact on the outcome
of a DII or above game.
The same rules that apply to the current DII and above Club Pass system would apply to DIII also in
regards to Tournaments, playoffs, etc.
Alvin Packard

Submitted by: Alvin Packard
VP DII Girls CAYSA
254-534-3525
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Rules Committee Recommendation: The Committee recommends approval.
Executive Committee Recommendation: The Executive Committee recommends approval.

